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Q1. Write your observation/suggestions to improve the overall teaching learning 

experience by the college. 

 

My overall experience of teaching learning in the college is very good.  

I feel teachers should engage the class more, make it interactive specially the afternoon 

lectures. Also use projectors, show ppt with pictures and not most of the reading material. 

Pictures help to remember better rather than just slides. Please remove fines on books in the 

library as it demotivates the students to read books.  

"Encourage the students to do more activities like sports and new courses 

The college should acknowledge the cultural and sports achievements. 

Teacher should use different teaching methods . Should give everyone equal opportunities in 

participating in activities . Should understand student emotionally. 

Their should be good conversation between students and teachers to understand their leaning 

problem  

More events should be conducted in college premises  

I would suggest more involvement of the students and help from teachers in understanding 

the requirements of the course. 

Proper time management should be there. 

Teaching is excellent not at all problem in any subject  

Need some improvements in technology  

The teachers can teach and prepare the students with the employment skills, soft skills, 

practice experimental learning, engage more field trips, encourage students to come out of 

their weaknesses, etc 

I do not feel to improve anything. 

Overall I would say that the teaching learning process is carried out very systematically in 

our college. No improvements needed. 

Our college does not need any improvement  

Theoretical subjects can be more interesting 

Setting of timetable need b check, teacher should also motivate every student to participate in 

various events  

There should be more field visits and teachers should include more examples to make the 

concept easy. 

5 mins break should be alloted to students sometimes for active learning. 

There should be improvement in Projector because it gets error sometimes. 

Try to reach every student and ask for their doubts  



There should be a PE lecture in week once or twice 

No suggestions 

Explanation of any concept with more examples 

Instead of giving syllabus to students to present the teacher should take initiative to do and 

give students something else as an assignment. 

Teacher should teach in a interactive way so that the students don't feel sleepy. 

Teaching is ok but teachers dont encourage students to participate in several events and  does 

not give attendence even if we are doing something for their  college. Every student who is 

making effort to bring the college name up should be given full support and attendance from 

the teachers. 

Most of the the teachers are assigning their syllabus to students as presentation topics in 

which the student is unaware or unfamiliar with the concept and explains a new topic and it 

becomes difficult to understand. 

There should be proper maintenance of girls washroom. Also girls hostel should be provided 

to the students. 

Some teachers should come prepared to class and should work on their respective languages.  

Teachers should give tests after each topic  

The teacher learning should be more based on practical learning rather than theoretical  

Teaching method such as excursion should be used effectively  

The college should take well qualified teachers and should consider student’s feedback. 

Which topic needs practical teaching for that topic ppt, videos can be used. 

Teachers must take students on field trips to get more knowledge and information about 

subject and know the environment. 

Teacher must take students on field trip to get more knowledge and information about subject 

and know the environment. 

Practical experiences and field trips should be organised for the students. Students should be 

encouraged to participate in extracurricular activities. 

More activities should be conducted 

I think every subject teacher should take counselling session once in a month regarding 

subject studies. 

Assignment loads must be less, college must be left early as many students travel from long 

distance and collage should be at 9am in the morning as for few reaching at 8:30 is quite 

difficult  

Should encourage and support the students which will make them also enthusiastic in 

learning  



First some teachers don't respect the students when they greet them in morning specialy me 

and secondly first the teacher should learn all the manner and thirdly to tell that little bit of 

imporve is needed 

Teachers should give more examples while teaching. Maybe videos can be shown so that we 

understand much better. Keeping an eye on every student to see if they are attentive. 

Lectures should be increase 

Teaching should be made more interesting by using ICT tools 

Overall teaching learning process is excellent  

Teacher should also motivate students to participate in other activities and motivate them 

Should have compassion and empathy so that than students are more willing to Cooperative 

and more motivate to learn 

Encouraging each student to participate in co-curriculum activities  

More examples while explaining 

Encouraging every student  to participate in co -curricular activities  

 Teachers should talk about competitive exam and prepare for it, take workshops 

The teacher’s explanations can be very well understood 

No suggestions  

Teachers explain can be understand 

Teachers should make students aware about competitive exams and help them to prepare for 

the same.  

All the teachers must behave good with the students if they want the students to behave good 

with them. many courses are only applicable to commerce students but not for BABEd 

students (for ex-beautician course). If the faculty wants the students to participate and win 

more trophies and medals for inter-collegiate competitions or any programme or event going 

within the college then it should be made compulsory for the teachers to give the necessary 

attendance given to the students participating in the activities as it is frequently observed that 

many of the teachers refuses to give the attendance for students.  

They must provide hands on training for students. 

Proper facilities with great guidance  

Teachers need to allow other students to participate in event rather than only sending that one 

group again and again. Many events happen and we do not even know about those events 

directly we can see status of some of our classmates winning the trophy  

Timing of college should be changed as students do not reach home before 7 and then they 

don’t get time to prepare anything 

Teachers must not do partiality in providing internship marks. Had a terrible experience in 

T.Y. Me and my classmate went to a same school for internship and got 50/50. But the 



college decreased my marks to 39 and hers to just 48. This is injustice. The college faculty 

does not know who worked more in the school. I do not know on what basis they put marks. 

For internship if you and your partner get 50/50 college faculty will reduce the marks making 

partiality between us. For example, they will make my marks 39/50 and my partners 48/50. I 

don't know on what basis they do this. They are never there to check on us. This has to stop.  

The electronic appliance used for teaching should be changed 

Teachers are very good at teaching. Electronic appliance used for teaching should be 

upgraded  

Syllabus should be taught by the teacher and not give students to present and make your work 

easy Teaching learning experience is excellent  

Improvement in projector  

I respectfully suggest that the teachers may benefit from improving their English skills, as 

this could enhance the students' language proficiency. 

Please include more of soft skills, interview preparation, life living skills, i.e. more of 

experimental learning should be included for BABEd students. 

"Encourage cooperative learning. 

Teachers should be fair enough in making decisions. While students point out teachers 

mistake then teachers should not point students mistake. 

Few teachers are really good and do justice with their profession, however some teachers 

need to accept that they can be wrong at times and there is always scope for improvement, 

because of minor issues they shouldn't make it a hazard for the students. 

It is good 

There should be more practical in teaching learning process  

Inclusion of more practical learning  

Complete portion on time and give students heads up before alloting any work , if alloting 

assignment or correction of books , journals to be told in advance , the prescribed syllabus 

should be up-to-date.  

Time management  . The ISA  should be completed one month before exam  

Syallabus should be completed in restricted period time so that students don't get panic at last 

moment. 

Focusing on field visits so that learning should happen in that environment as well 

Teachers should not be biased towards only particular students. Each student is important 

each student have come to learn something so teachers should do accordingly.  

Portion should be completed at least 2 weeks before exams so that revision can be done. 

"The teachers should help students to learn for competitive exams and make them aware or 

provide knowlegde of other challenges in the field and not just concentrate on the syllabus.  



At the same time teachers should encourage participation in co-curricular activities." 

Teachers should make the students aware of different competative exams. 

"1. More focus on practical knowledge  

2. Should encourage students to participate in cultural programme  

3. Should not put an overload of work on the students especially when the exams are nearby 

4. Should add some new updated syllabus  

5. Should teach some out of syllabus topics for general knowledge  

6. General instructions or any notice to be given 1 week prior to the particular day and not 

one day/night before it 

7.The authorities should take an in charge to insure that the syllabus is completed one or 2 

weeks before the exams 

8. Giving the syllabus topics as isa/assignment/ppt topics is not advisable, rather they should 

give out of syllabus topics for the same. 

9. Provide more knowledge on the competitive exams 

10. Students should be briefed about career opportunities  

11. DHE portal should be updated on time" 

"More focus should be given to practical learning. 

Students should be informed about the projects and assignment in advance. 

Syllabus should be complete on time and not few days before the semester. 

Any general notice should be circulated to the students 1 week prior the event/programme 

Giving syllabus topics as isa should be stoped. 

Students should be given knowledge should be provided on competitive exams  

Students should be briefed about future career opportunities. 

DHE portal should be updated on time" 

"More focus should be on practical teaching rather than excessive load of theory. 

Teachers should complete the syllabus on time and not wait till the exams approach as it put 

the students in stress and depression.  

Any general notice should be circulated to the students one week prior the events/program. 

Giving syllabus topics as an ISA should be stopped. 

Syllabus should be completed atleast two weeks before the semester exams. 

Students should be briefed about future career opportunities. 

DHE portal should be updated on time." 



"•Need to focus more on practical learning and understanding that giving students a lot of 

Homework is not the solution to all problems most of the things should be done during the 

class hours this will reduce students burdens to some extent  

•Any general notice/circular should be circulated with students at least one week prior  

Authorities  

•Authorities should take interest and ensure that syllabus should be covered at least 2 weeks 

prior  

•Students should be briefed with career opportunities " 

Faculty members should be appointed on time. 

Teacher is teaching in class but sometimes teachers voice not reaching to students sitting on 

last bench. Some teachers are so good but some are not at all they come teach and go.  

 

 

 

Q2. Mention the plus points (positive) of  your college. 

  

ICT lab library is good which helps us for our assignment, project and etc. Teachers are also 

helpful  

Active activities take place, library is good. Teachers are good. Ict lab is good.   

"Encourages students to participate in sports and new courses 

Has good teacher and non teaching staff 

Nothing . Neutral experience of learning   

They support youths in their sports and study    

Different courses and helpful talks  

College is engaged in both academics and co curicular activities which develops a student 

very well. 

Library is well maintained   

All the teacher are excellent, they explain the topic very well, they take extra effort for our 

better understanding. The non-teaching staff also cooperate very well  

"Institute has very good teachers and very nice facilities regarding teaching and all separate 

courses.   

Most of the teachers are punctual except some 

Talented and all-rounder students  



My college is doing well in terms of teaching and the syllabus wise structural teaching is 

another plus point of my college    

A lot of extracurricular activities are held in our college which indeed motivates us to 

participate in them. Even seminars are been conducted regularly which gives an opportunity 

to learn new things.   

Participation in cultural events cocurricular activities sports events   

Teachers give good examples while teaching  

So many opportunities giving to us  

It motivates all of us for studying and doing other activities  

Good teaching nature   

Helps in overcoming all the situations.  

Helps in studying and other activities.  

Makes revision before the exam ."  

Very supportive in academic as well other activities   

Cooperative teaching and non teaching staff,way of teaching is good  

All the teachers are very helpful and kind. They always keep the students motivated.  We can 

share our problems to them and the teachers try to give us the solutions on the same.  

Some of the faculty members are too good and supportive   

Teachers are very helpful and kind   

 Conducting various seminars and providing workshops  

"Active participation in extra curricular activities  

Good staff teaching as well as non- teaching  

Different programs are organized "  

Plus points is that students get the chance to share their opinions on any matter and the 

teachers are also very supportive and encourage the students.  

Every good college and properly well disciplined .  

Has a good sports department which encourages each and every student to participate.  

Teachers are cooperative and available to solve difficulties  

Giving change to every students to come forward   

Extracurricular activities   

Provides two degrees at one time and it's well disciplined   

Everything is good.  



Gives opportunity to everyone   

Motivates the students   

Overall development of child  

The teachers are well updated with their knowledge and provides better teaching learning 

environment.  

Overall good   

"Most of the teachers are have best teaching qualities in them.with great knowledge and the 

non-teaching staff is also great.  

They have plants all around the college   

There is more motivation given to students in our college   

Our college gives us opportunity to learn, enjoy, and grow together.   

Projector are provided in class  

Using projector  

Welcoming atmosphere 

Teachers are helpful   

It gives every student an opportunity to showcase their talent  

It gives every student to showcase their skills and talents   

"There are multiple events, field trips and seminars that help in students all round 

development. 

ICT tools are well developed.  

Teachers are highly qualified. Many of the teachers have also done phd.   

They are friendly  

It's very helpful in building each and everyone currier   

Excellence ,Everywhere ,Everytime  

Overall it's a good college. The cultural activities are superb. The morning prayers are very 

nicely done by the students.   

Excellent   

Faculty is very good. Teachers try their best to take out the best from the students.   

All teachers are highly qualified   

Understanding staff  

Lot of learning talks was conducted in our college  

Has a really good teaching faculty   



All fecility are available   

Provides many other courses, facilities for students. Alot of extra curriculum activities takes 

place throughout the year.u  

Teachers encourages the students the learn better  

Faculty 

The college is very competitive and encourages students to work hard.   

Good teaching,more of extra curricular activities, teachers r very good, college is well 

mannered etc  

The sports faculty is amazing the way sir motivates students feel like to participating in sport 

events more and more   

Gives an opportunity to the students to improve their skills    

 Taking many seminars, provide quality learning experience, interactive learning, availability 

of ICT whenever needed. Availability of research papers and competitive exam preparation 

books in college library.    

Organize many seminars, use of Ppt, Availability of ICT lab whenever needed, Effective 

Teaching.   

They encourage all the students to participate in any programme  

Library   

Teachers well expert in their subjects.   

Highly qualified and highly experienced teaching staff  

Good in sports activity  

Very effective Teaching   

The college encourages inter collegiate events which helps in the overall development of 

students.  

  

Some teachers are very supportive. A few of them. They are the pillars of the college. Even 

the non teaching or multi tasking staff is good. I really appreciate their hardwork towards us. 

Trs are very hardworking and polite towards students  

All Trs are very hardworking and polite   

Equal opportunity for students to play sports  

Projection learning    

There are mentors to help in difficulties and Vidya Prabodhini teachers  are understanding. 

Takes a part in many activities  



All teachers are good  

Using black board instead of LCD projector    

Extra curricular activities   

The college's participation spirit is very high, which highly encourages students to bring out 

their hidden talents and help them gain confidence. The teachers are very dedicated towards 

teaching and very helpful.  

Maintain excellent consistency in teaching process   

The faculty and the non teaching staff are very good and cooperative. Well maintained 

infrastructure like library, classes.  

"Ict's are installed in all classes  

Library offers free educational resources 

It has good infrastructure."  

Nothing  

College has won many events but never give attendance properly.  

The plus point is that we have the best teachers in our institution.   

We get here more opportunities    

College support the overall development as a student teacher through various activities like 

internship   

The college takes us to attend various seminars and many guest lectures on important topics 

are also organised.   

Morning assembly, good education teachers   

Learning environment is highly peaceful and allows thoughts to cultivate effectively.  

We get 2 degrees in 4 years   

We get 2 degrees in 4 years   

"1. The major plus point of this course is that we get 2 degrees in 4 years and one year is 

saved. 

2. The non teaching staff is the best and very understanding. 

"It provides two degrees in four years. 

Good and responsible MTS. 

"Students can get two degrees in four years. 

Non-teaching staff is the best"  

"Thery are very few plus points, one of them is we are getting two degrees in 4 years.   



We have a library   

Library faculty and facilities is very good   

Library is updated .  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  



  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 


